The coherent production of mand p mesons in v"(.v") -neon charged-current interactions has been studied using the Fermilab 15-foot bubble chamber. filled with a heavy Ne-H2 mix and exposed to the Tevatron quadrupole triplet (anti) neutrino beam. The v"(P") beam had an average energy of 80 GeV (70 GeV). From a sample corresponding to approximately 28000 charged-current interactions, net signals of (53 + 9) p+ m+ coherent events and (19+ 7) p+ sr+ vr coherent events are extracted.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of coherent neutrino and antineutrino interactions over the past ten years has provided much information on the structure of the weak hadronic current (see Ref. [1] for a comprehensive review). In particular, the study of single pion coherent production in both neutraland charged-current interactions has provided one of the rare tests of the partially conserved axial-vector current hypothesis (PCAC) at high energy [see Ref. [2] for a test of PCAC in inclusive (anti)neutrino-proton scattering].
The test of the PCAC hypothesis is based on Adler's theorem [3] : because of PCAC, the neutrino scattering cross section cr(v&JV -+ pÃ) is proportional to the pion scattering cross section a'(mba~X ) for Q = 0 (Q is the negative of the square of the intermediate boson four-momentum) .
For Q~g 0, predictions are derived from the hadron dominance model [4] : the weak hadronic current may be viewed as a superposition of vector and axial-vector states, with the same quantum numbers as the weak intermediate boson. The weak vector current is thus dominated by the p meson, as in the vector meson dominance model for electromagnetic interactions [5] , and the vector part of the neutrino scattering cross section is related to the p meson scattering cross section o(pA' -+ Ã).
The weak axial-vector current is assumed to be dominated by the ai meson (chiral partner of the p) or, more likely, by nonresonant p m states (see Refs. [1, 6 -8] ). The longitudinal component of per or ai states is thus responsible for the scattering at Q = 0; the pion contribution to the axial current plays only a negligible role [9] .
In coherent interactions, the nucleus remains intact, and the scattering amplitude of the weak current on all the nucleons in the nucleus gives rise to maximum constructive interferences. The coherence condition implies that where m is the mass of the hadronic state produced, and v is the laboratory energy of the intermediate boson.
Consequently, coherent interactions are mostly restricted to the low Q2, high v region, i.e. , low Bjorken x.
The main goal of this paper is the study of the coherent production of both single pions and single p mesons in (anti)neutrino charged-current interactions on neon nuclei (see Fig. 1 ) using the Fermilab 15-foot bubble chamber:
v"+Ne~p, gvr++Ne, v"~Ne -+ p+~vr + Ne, v"+Ne -+ p, + p++Ne, v"+Ne -+ p++ p +Ne, (2) !k! & 1/R~, where k is the four-momentum transfer to the nucleus of radius R~. More precisely, the nucleus form factor implies a sharp falloff of the !t! distribution (t = -k~). with p+ -+ sr+ pro and pro~p p. The results of our first study of reactions (1) , using a significantly smaller data sample, were reported in Ref. [10] . There have been several studies of the coherent production of pions [11 -18] , and two bubble chamber experiments reported the observation of p coherent production [19, 20] . In addition to reactions (1) and (2), we have also investigated the coherent production of hadronic systems decaying into (3vr) final states for which evidence has been reported by only one previous experiment [7] . All previous coherent production studies were carried out at lower neutrino beam energies whereas the present experiment extends the energy range up to 300 GeV.
The results are compared with the predictions for vr and p meson coherent production based on the PCAC hypothesis and on the hadron dominance model. The Appendix gives the corresponding cross sections, including the effect of the assumption of a Regge per cut or aq pole dominance of the weak axial current. To compute the x-nucleus and p-nucleus elastic cross sections, we have used full relations derived from the Glauber model [21] .
For comparison, we have also used approximated relations, obtained in the framework of the Glauber model by Belkov and Kopeliovich [6] . Fig. 2 for the calculated v~a nd v"beam energy spectra [22] . The v" to v" fiux ratio was approximately 2:5.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
More details about the experimental conditions can be found in Ref. [23] .
The bubble chamber ( Fig. 3) was equipped with new arrays of proportional tubes: the internal picket fence (IPF) and the external muon identifier (EMI) [24] . These arrays were used to determine the event time and to iden- With the exception of low momentum protons (p & 800 MeV/c), most charged hadrons cannot be identified and are subsequently treated as pions. Here, all heavily ionizing short straight tracks together with the identified protons with momentum smaller than 800 MeV/c are referred to as "stubs"; many are nuclear fragments resulting from the breakup of the neon nucleus. These stubs are not counted as prongs and they are not used in the computation of the kinematical variables characterizing the events.
To study reactions (1) and (2) The background due to coherent p production where both p conversions are undetected is estimated to be less than 0.5 events at ]t~& 0.1 GeVz, and that due to coherent aq production (with undetected p conversions) is less than 0.1 events [23] . Therefore, these background sources are neglected.
B. Corrections to the coherent signal
The observed signal is corrected for the following cuts and losses.
(i) The correction for events removed by the~& 60'%%uo cut was estimated to be (1.103 + 0.011).
(ii) The scanning efficiency for per events was assessed to be (72.9 + 6.5)% from the results of a double scan and a special scan in which the IPF and EMI data were used to select frames with a muon candidate originating in the Ngc are the corrected numbers of coherent and chargedcurrent interactions on neon, and A = 20 for neon. The total charged-current cross section per nucleon occ is evaluated using the cross-section measurements from Ref. [26] and the computed average v"and P& beam energies for E ) 10 GeV: (E") = 91.1 GeV and (~) = 74.5
GeV. This gives an average beam energy of 86.3 GeV for (v& + P&) combined. As a result, the cross sections for reactions (1) 10 GeV/c, the signal of (53 + 9) events is to be compared with predicted numbers of (46+5) events for the pm cut form factor and (41 +4) events for the ai pole form factor (the errors correspond to the uncertainty in the correction factor; see Table II ).
In order to compare these results with the most significant measurements from previous experiments, we have computed the combined (v"+ v~) coherent cross section for energies below and above 80 GeV. Figure 5 [27] for the pn cut form factor, as well as for the propagator form factor with the axial mass taken as the aI mass (aI pole) or according to the spectral density function distribution measured by the ARGUS Collaboration in a study of~~a& v decays [28] . Figure 8 shows the pp invariant mass distribution for these events. A clear peak at the ere mass is observed. The pp pairs are then constrained to fit the decay 7r~p p. The n fit probability distribution (Fig. 9 ) is consistent with a uniform distribution, and we require this probability to be greater than 0.01 for the fit to be retained. As Table   IV . Figure 11 shows the sr+ pro invariant mass distribution for p+ x+ vr events at it~& 0. (e) The p detection efFiciency was evaluated from the p multiplicity distribution for two-prong events and was found to be (76.1 + 2.6)%.
The total correction factor is thus estimated to be (3.11 + 0.49) (see Table V ) and the corrected signal is (59.7 6 23. 1) events.
C. Crass-section results
The rate for coherent p production is determined to be (0.21 + 0.08)% of the total number of charged-current events, averaged over our (anti)neutrino energy spectra. The combined (v"+ v") cross section is then computed as described in Sec. III C using the measured total charged-current cross section [26] and is found to be 6 5) where rooo is one of the p+ density matrix elements [32] which represents the probability to produce a longitudinally polarized p meson. As a result of the fit, the matrix element is determined to be rooo4 --(0.40 +0.18). Furthermore, the ratio of longitudinal and transverse production of p mesons is related to r00 via the expression Fig. 12 ).
D. Kinematical characteristics
As in Sec. III 0, the kinematical characteristics of the coherent p+ x+ 7r events at ItI & 0.1 GeV are studied in terms of the kinematical variables E, v, Q, W, x, and y ( Fig. 14) , as well as the momentum transfer variables ItI, t;", and t' (Fig. 15) . The WA59 Collaboration studied the (3m) coherent production in antineutrino interactions, at significantly lower energy, and reported a cross section of (0.99 + 0.24) x 10 s cm per neon nucleus for E ) 15 GeV [7] . This measurement was found to be in reasonable agreement with the predicted cross section, given the uncertainties in the model.
VI. SUMMARY
The coherent production of single m and p mesons in (anti)neutrino charged-current interactions on neon nuclei has been studied using the Fermilab 15-foot bubble chamber. The bubble chamber filled with a heavy Ne-Hz mixture was exposed to the quadrupole triplet neutrino beam produced by 800 GeV protons from the Tevatron. ( 2) However, there are theoretical arguments [1, 6] and experimental indications [7] that the axial current may be dominated by nonresonant per systems rather than by the al meson. In this case, the dispersion relation corresponding to the Regge p7r cut yields For small Q2, the Q2 dependence of the pole and cut form factors is nevertheless similar [6] . The difFerential cross section for the coherent production of p mesons is given by Using the Glauber model, we write the hadron-nucleus elastic scattering cross section as The coupling constant to the W boson, f~+, is given in terms of fpo, the pe coupling constant to the photon: fz+ = fzo~& cos 8c, where 8o is the Cabibbo angle, f~o = m~/p~a nd p~/4~= (2.4 + 0.1). The value of pp/4a is determined by using r -+ pv decay data [34] and the narrow resonance approximation [ 
